tricity problems, we need more...  
Currently we are facing electricity problems. The biggest problem they are facing is presently one of the factories in regional countries. All electrical factories are facing electricity shortage. The factory has provided dozens of job opportunities for dozens of people. "We have standard laboratories and machinery, a big air purifier into which, according to officials, they have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars. We have standard laboratories that are being used in factories in regional countries. All our production is standard," Mohammad Reza, head of the technical department of the factory said.

According to officials of the factory, named Maihan Iron Melting Factory, an electricity shortage is presently one of the biggest problem they are facing. "Currently we are facing electricity problems, we need more electricity to be given to us," Omid Arefi, public relations officer of the factory said. The company, in addition to other standard laboratories and machinery, has a big air purifier into which, according to officials, they have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars. "We have standard laboratories that are being used in factories in regional countries. All our production is standard," Mohammad Reza, head of the technical department of the factory said.

Local Firm Invests $50 Million in Iron Industry

Botsali, Deputy FM Discuss OIC-Proposed University

KABUL - Officials of the firm said they have started their activities and the factory has the capacity to produce up to 700 tons of iron products in 24 hours. According to officials of the factory, named Maihan Iron Melting Factory, an electricity shortage is presently one of the biggest problem they are facing. "Currently we are facing electricity problems, we need more electricity to be given to us," Omid Arefi, public relations officer of the factory said. The company, in addition to other standard laboratories and machinery, has a big air purifier into which, according to officials, they have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars. "We have standard laboratories that are being used in factories in regional countries. All our production is standard," Mohammad Reza, head of the technical department of the factory said.

KARUL - The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)’s ambassador to Kabul, Huseyin Avni Botsali, discussed matters relating to the organization with deputy foreign minister Ikhwan Zaman, a statement said on Tuesday. Ambassador Botsali outlined his mission’s achievements in Afghanistan over the last one year in his meeting with Zaman, the statement from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) said. Satisfied with the OIC mission’s achievements, the two sides noted the mission could do more and exchanged views on establishing a university in Afghanistan proposed by the OIC. They also talked about logistical arrangements for the OIC mission’s office in Kabul. The Deputy Foreign Minister (Photo: 1)

KABUL - Officials of the firm said they have started their activities and the factory has the capacity to produce up to 700 tons of iron products in 24 hours. According to officials of the factory, named Maihan Iron Melting Factory, an electricity shortage is presently one of the biggest problem they are facing. "Currently we are facing electricity problems, we need more electricity to be given to us," Omid Arefi, public relations officer of the factory said. The company, in addition to other standard laboratories and machinery, has a big air purifier into which, according to officials, they have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars. "We have standard laboratories that are being used in factories in regional countries. All our production is standard," Mohammad Reza, head of the technical department of the factory said.